
PERSUASIVE ESSAY ON GOVERNMENT SPENDING

Should governments spend more money on improving roads and The following essay will discuss in details about it, but
I do believe that both.

Should the government be focused on cutting spending or raising revenue? Overall, we, as a country, have a
lot to do because our country can be perfect. While many people can vote, felons and restricted from voting in
many states and teenagers under the age of 18 can't vote. As public transportations become more convenient
and safe, more people will use them, and it will gradually reduce the number of private vehicle users. At the
federal level, Supreme Court Justices are appointed once and they serve on the court for life. These policies
are briefly mentioned and outlined in Chapter Eleven: Policy Matters. Governments came around so that they
could control others. The third reason for this is a sharp decrease in the level of car accidents. Our country is in
a whole heap of a mess, but as I have learned, clear answers are not always available. In conclusion, even
though many people think that they should not pay taxes, that money is useful to the stability of any country.
Education for all ages must be protected. Finally, the government has a role in the lives of individuals and the
businesses they run. Are the requirements for voting in the United States fair? Several questions regarding
women's reproductive rights remain unanswered. The government should protect lives through laws and
regulations, education through proper spending, and businesses and individuals through guided spending on
certain circumstances. Write at least words. In short, tax money is a way of ensuring that people have
comfortable livelihoods. Government divide these budget in three categories. As a result of that the amount of
land per person will have dropped to less than one square inch. But you need to have something to start with.
There is, but it requires a strict budget to be made and followed by the government. The tax would lead to
growth and promote businesses to improve their business which would stimulate our economy. Write at least
words. Ensuring a free flow of factual information and opportunities for open discussion are ways a
government can help. Winston Smith resides in London. Yet the right to own weapons is one of America's
most basic Constitutional rights. The government at that time had a lassiez faire outlook on businesses. Should
they cut spending and thus government programs or should they raise revenue and thus taxes? Nowadays
Starbucks has stores in 35 countries and have managed to build in their brand loyalty having customers that
enjoy their products 18 times a month. On any given night, there are approximately , homeless men, women
and children. Because of this, education about our economy and government is essential for all citizens who
wish to have a prosperous life in prosperous country. The foundation of the American government is the
Constitution, and it is from this document that we can understand the basic role of the American government.
They believe that if the government could improve the quality of these mass transportation facilities, it will
reduce traffic and air pollution problems. However, the current tax code bears very little resemblance to the
relatively simple codes that were originally written into law. Wessel starts by headlining that the U. The tax
would be a single rate that would eliminate different brackets and complexities and because of this it would
only need to be collected at one time; the time of purchase.


